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Digital Photos Have Metadata Too
By Christopher Hopkins, C hctit',
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Lau'ycrs are incrcasingly protective

of rretadata in docutncnt llles but. like the
general public. are gertcrally ltnaware that
metadata also lesides in digital photographs
Even the "Metadata Rr.tle." aunottnced in
Florida Bar Ethics Opinion 06-2, falls short ollaising aware
that metadata exists outside of u'ord processor. PDF, and other
text-driven frles. Did you knou, that the pl'rotos you take on
your smartphone likely reveal yottt'GPS location'? From casual
iPhone photos to office scallncrs to fbrensic photographs,
larvyers need to know what digital pictures reveal. Finally, there
are easy steps to prevent, edit. scrub or reveal photo n.retadata.
Metadata has been weakly described as "itrformatiot't
about infbnnation" but a better description is that metadata is
"infbrmation describing the history. tracking or management
of an electronic docuuent." See Ethics Rule 06-2. In still
image iiles, this often includes the tinre/date, techrlical camera
intbruration" copyright uotice, and the GPS coordinates. This
latter category (location) is importartt since tnost smartphones

iu,bed that infbn.nation ("geotagging") as a default. We discr"rss
below horv to turn that otf.
Why do digital pictures record this infbrmation?
Prof-essional photographers want to preserve their copyright
and they also use the technical inforn.ration to dissect what went
r'vror.rg in a given photo. News agencies and libraries need a
reliable means to track, store, and retrieve images both locally
and globally.
Lawyers, of course, are carnivores of information created
by regulation, industry standards, and common practices. All
of r.rs hope to find that one piece of evidence which cracks the
case. Time, date, location, caltlera specifics, and even indicators
of editing/fiaud are potentially significant.
Meanwhile, in our personal lives, we may not want
random people knowing the location of our hotne based upon
a poolside photo which was uploaded to the Internet. Along
these lines. a creative programmer created a liee prograrn called
Creepy which, as its name suggests, will scan a Twitter or
Flick user's photos and provide you with the person's location
from geotag data (he avers that Creepy was created fbr the
benevolent reason of raising awareness olimage metadata). For
the moment, Facebook photos are safe since, during the upload
process, Facebook apparently converts the image which strips
rnetadata.

Technically speaking, we focus on JPEG and TIFF digital
images which contain guide and descriptive metadata in four
primary metadata container formats called EXIF, XMP, PSIR,
and IPTX (for extensive technical data, read the industrycreated Gui del ines for Handl ing Image Metad ata, http: I lbit.ly I
eJTmcL). These containers are not visible to the naked eye or
even microscopically instead, this data is encoded into the
digital file which can be viewed on a compLlter.
Even without specific software, you can view basic
metadata by righrclicking the file and selecting Properties (on
a Mac, select Get Info and look under More Inflo). Better still,
download the free EXIF Pilot program to reveal a profound
array of metadata. Other applications such as Photoshop,
Irfanview, and Picasa reveal metadata (Mac users, try iPhoto or
Small Image).
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How do yon scrub the metadata in image files? Again, rnost
irnage vier.ving software (above) allows yoll to save a copy of
the image without the metadata. In Windows, you can also right
click the file, select Properties/Details/Remove Properties and
Pcrsonal Infortlation. Again, since metadata is located in fbur
dif]'erent "containers," further steps may be required to ensure a
thorough scrr"rbbing. For a low-tech solution, consider PDF'ing
the photograph.
A few warnings: email scrubbers such as Metadata Assistant
do not scrub image files. So any images which you email to
someone or post to a social media service likely have all kinds
of rnetadata. Some scanners create JPEG images which will have
metadata. Keep that in mind when producing scanner-created
files. Be aware that sometimes the metadata is wrong since (a)
it can be edited, (b) time zones/day light savings may result in
inaccuracies, and (c) geotag metadata is based on the location of
the camera, not necessarily the subject.
Finally, some jurisdictions pennit lawyers who wish to
snoop metadata so be advised ilyour practice involves cases
outside of Florida that your non-Florida opponent may be
"mining" your data. The American Bar Association hosts a
metadata charl providing a survey of metadata ethics opinions
throughout the country at http://bit.lylgASmzm. Even inside
Florida, the Metadata Rr-rle does not apply to discovery -- so you
and your opponent rnay be free to inspect photo metadata as part
of your investigation.

All three of the primary smarlphone platforms allow you
to turn off geotagging. On Android, the camera app menu has a
"Store Location" setting. Blackberry users can disable location
data under Menu/Options. Finally, for iPhone, go under Settings/
General/Location Services and turn camera and other services
which do not need GPS to "off'."
Chrislopher B. Hopkins is the chair of the Law Olfice
Technology Comntittee and a shareholder at Akerman Senterfitt.
You can snap your photo with him in person or email at
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For over 30 years, we have concentrated on providing law firms,
their partners, associates, staff and clients with an uncornmon
level of attention and service. Which is why so many law
firms in South Florida count on Sabadell United Bank.
Whether it's business or personal banking, or private banking,
our goal is to make a measurable difference in all relationships
through exceptional service, and constant focus on delivering
measurable results to our clients.
For more infbrmation, please call
Bud Osborne, Executive Vice President,
or Donn Londeree, Vice President at (561) 750-0075
or Vincent Cuomo, Vice President at (561 ) 688-9400
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